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Stroke 
of genius
A local architect makes magic on 
a challenging inner-city block. P28
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Upstairs is a self-contained
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matt-charcoal mosaic tiles.
The kitchen island bench

and adjoining dining table are
sculptural, made of  hand-
picked marble, while the
remainder of  the kitchen
blends in with white cabinets
and a white tile splashback.

The open-plan living area
ends with a sliding door
accessing a pointed balcony
looking across to Hyde Park.

Blending with Mt Lawley’s
street-art scene, Miss
Robeson employed local artist
Robert Jenkins to create a
mural on the rendered
boundary fence. 

Mr Jenkins’ creation is a
monochromatic image that
wraps around the pointed end
of  the fence and has attracted
plenty of  attention from
passers-by.

,
shape and setbacks 

The design cements the belief that small and odd-shaped parcels of land can be successfully developed with good architecture.
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CONTACT Robeson Architects,

0411 079 078,

robesonarchitects.com.au.
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A
rchitect Simone
Robeson took on and
triumphed over a
challenging 180sqm

inner-city block — shoved
into the too hard basket by
many — and built a
headturning minimalist
home.

“I was always on the look
out for small bits of  land and
four years ago I saw this
180sqm triangular block that
had been subdivided off  from
the church,” Miss Robeson
said. “Other people had been
scared off  with the 1.5m
sewer easement, the shape,
size and setbacks but we
decided to take a gamble.”

That gamble on an odd but
affordable piece of  land has
paid off  10-fold, with Miss
Robeson and partner Matt
Hayes working with builder
BE Projects to create a
geometric double-storey
home that looks out across
Hyde Park and is a short
coffee run away from lively
Beaufort Street.

The design also represents
Miss Robeson’s belief  that
small and odd-shaped parcels
of  land can be successfully
and affordably developed 
into interesting and spacious
buildings with the help of
good architecture.

The house shape was
dictated by the triangular
site, the small footprint
maximised through
extending the second storey
over the easement and
pushing setbacks on the
street side thanks to
understanding neighbours
and council.

On busy Vincent Street and

with several neighbours,
creating privacy was a key
concern. Miss Robeson used a
mirrored one-way acoustic
glass protruding steel box on
the north-facing Vincent
Street side and highlight and
stacker windows on the south
side to take in the views.

Frameless glass skylights
above the stairwell and
ensuite shower allow natural
light to penetrate.

“We decided to spend
money on features such as
the skylights, marble kitchen
top and the one-way steel box
to create luxury but it’s still
affordable as everything else
is simple and standard,” Miss
Robeson said.

With a love of  Japanese
architecture, Miss Robeson
opted for a minimalist
modern aesthetic. Burnished
concrete floors, stained black
LVL beams as stair treads
and custom-steel balustrades

lend an industrial aesthetic,
warmed by soft furnishings
and built-in naturally stained
hoop-pine plywood cabinetry.

“Being a small home, when
I designed it I was conscious
that everything had to have a
place, so storage is key,” Miss
Robeson said.

Taking advantage of  the
location, she created a
floorplan where she can work
from home and see clients. A
home office on the ground
floor is entered from the
street while a guest bathroom
with a laundry, bedroom and
triangular courtyard are also
on the ground floor.

Upstairs is a self-contained
luxury apartment with the
main suite, open-plan living
and the kitchen. The main
suite can be closed off  by an
oversized sliding door, and
contains a plywood
walk-in-robe along with a
moody ensuite adorned with
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Triumph over size,
shape and setbacks 
t Angie Tomlinson 

The deA minimalist, modern aesthetic sets the tone of the interior.
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Suite 1, Ground Floor, 30 Hasler Rd, Osborne Park   

Tel 9446 3388

beaumondehomes.com.au

DESIGNER 
HOMES BY 
BEAUMONDE

The Beaumonde Homes Designer Series is your chance to own a 

beautifully designed, high quality luxury home from a multi-award 

winning home builder.

Including impressive features such as stone bench tops, overhead 

kitchen cabinets and glass and aluminium balustrades - there is a 

Designer Series home design to suit your style and budget.

Alan Jones  0400 595 005
alanjones@beaumondehomes.com.au

Mark Weldon  0400 407 763
markweldon@beaumondehomes.com.au

THE ATLANTIS 326m2 324m2 337m2THE NAUTILUS THE OCEANIA

Visit beaumondehomes.com.au 

to view fl oorplans, specifi cations 

and virtual tours for our full range 

of homes.
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